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A B S T R A C T   

Over the last decades a decrease in mortality has paved the way for late onset pathologies such as cardiovascular, 
metabolic or neurodegenerative diseases. This evidence has led many researchers to shift their focus from 
researching ways to extend lifespan to finding ways to increase the number of years spent in good health; 
“healthspan” is indeed the emerging concept of such quest for ageing without chronic or disabling diseases and 
dysfunctions. Regular consumption of natural products might improve healthspan, although the mechanisms of 
action are still poorly understood. Since preclinical studies aimed to assess the efficacy and safety of these 
compounds are growing, we performed a systematic review and meta-analysis on the effects of natural products 
on healthspan in mouse and rat models of physiological ageing. Results indicate that natural compounds show 
robust effects improving stress resistance and cognitive abilities. These promising data call for further studies 
investigating the underlying mechanisms in more depth.   

1. Introduction 

The great advances in medicine and in drug development that have 
characterised the past century have led to an overall increase in human 
life expectancy in Westernized countries (World health statistics, 2019). 
For example, between 2000 and 2016 global life expectancy has 
increased by 5.5 years, from 66.5 to 72.0 years, with women living 
longer than men (World health statistics, 2019). The decrease in 

mortality, however, has paved the way for late-onset pathologies such as 
cardiovascular, metabolic or neurodegenerative diseases, including 
Alzheimer’s disease. This trend has led many researchers to shift from 
researching ways to extend life towards finding ways to increase the 
number of years spent in good health; “healthspan” is indeed the 
emerging concept of such quest for ageing without chronic or disabling 
diseases and dysfunctions (Campisi et al., 2019; Fuellen et al., 2019; 
Luyten et al., 2016). 
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While the concept of lifespan is relatively easy to operationalize, as it 
can be quantified in years and has a hard end point, it is much more 
difficult to operationalize concepts such as health or healthspan (Kae-
berlein, 2018). The latter, in particular, has been broadly defined as the 
portion of life characterised by lack of (major) diseases, and by a state of 
physiological, cognitive and physical wellbeing. However, there is a lack 
of accepted or validated metrics to measure it (Kaeberlein, 2018; Luyten 
et al., 2016). Healthspan should be considered as a continuous variable 
that changes in a dynamic way throughout life (Kaeberlein, 2018). 
Starting from the literature, we have recently provided a conceptual 
framework for the most prominent features contributing to a definition 
of health that are shared between humans and model organisms, with 
the final goal to integrate different operationalizations of health and to 
lay the groundwork for precision interventions. We defined biomarkers 
of health by their ability to predict future health better than chrono-
logical age and defined healthspan pathways as those molecular features 
of health that relate to each other by belonging to the same molecular 
pathway. This terminology has been loosely adopted from previous 
work (Fuellen et al., 2019). Health was operationalized in terms of stress 
resistance and homeostasis (summarized as physiological function), 
strength and locomotion (physical function), cognition (cognitive 
function) and reproduction (Fuellen et al., 2019). These features are 
shared among humans and the most common model organisms, such as 
invertebrates (C. elegans) and rodents (rats and mice) (Fuellen et al., 
2019) and can be targets of intervention. 

A growing body of research suggests that regular consumption of 
natural products found, among others, in fruits, vegetables, herbs, seeds 
or mixtures may have a pivotal role in promoting healthy ageing. These 
compounds are purported to provide extra health benefits, in addition to 
their basic nutritional value, by boosting stress resistance through 
activating adaptive stress response signalling pathways in cells (Mattson 
and Cheng, 2006; Trewavas and Stewart, 2003). Of notice also "not 
nutritional" plant extracts are widely used in traditional medicine and 
have clear advantages when compared to official drugs. In fact, many of 
them may hold clear geroprotective potential, including protection from 
genotoxic stress, anti-inflammatory activity, wound healing and cyto-
toxicity promotion toward cancer cells (Budovsky et al., 2014). Nutra-
ceuticals based upon these compounds have thus attracted the interest of 
the scientific community, with the main aim of staving off various as-
pects of ageing, e.g. by promoting stress resistance, allowing for the 
prevention and/or treatment of different conditions, including cognitive 
decline (Tewari et al., 2018). 

Notwithstanding the growing interest in this class of compounds, 
rigorous clinical trials addressing their specific effects are largely lack-
ing, or show biases related to diet, genetic background or other inter-
fering variables (Marx et al., 2017). Although the in vitro models might 
provide useful information on specific mechanisms possibly underlying 
human diseases, they fail to replicate the complex in vivo biology of the 
ageing process. To this regard, animal models may represent a useful 
tool to investigate these issues (see Lee et al., 2014; Tewari et al., 2018 
and references therein for a comprehensive review). Notwithstanding an 
exponential increase in publications related to the effects of nutraceut-
icals on lifespan, so far - at least to the best of our knowledge - no sys-
tematic review has been carried-out aimed at assessing the effectiveness 
of natural compounds on healthspan, which we have tried to define 
operationally in a rigorous manner (Fuellen et al., 2019). 

Among all animal models, rodents represent an interesting bridge 
between the easy to handle invertebrates (e.g. C. elegans) and humans. In 
addition, cognitive abilities, in particular memory retention, can be 
reliably tested in rodents (Fuellen et al., 2019; Luyten et al., 2016). We 
choose specifically to focus on rodent models (rat and mouse) of phys-
iological ageing (see Methods), rather than models of specific diseases of 
ageing, as natural compounds contained in nutraceuticals are mostly 
meant to prevent ageing, rather than to cure specific disorders of ageing. 
To this regard, ageing should be considered as an overall risk factor for a 
wide range of life-threatening pathologies affecting the quality of life. 

Thus, treatments able to delay the ageing process may indeed hold the 
potential to improve healthspan (Budovsky et al., 2006). We selected 
papers containing the terms “learning and memory” (cognition), “stress 
resistance”, “metabolic homeostasis”, “grip strength and locomotion” 
(physical performance), leaving out other search terms such as “repro-
duction” as this is not a measure that can be assessed in old subjects 
(Fuellen et al., 2019). We focused on the term “metabolic homeostasis” 
rather than generically “homeostasis” since a large body of evidence 
supports a direct link among energy utilization, metabolism and the 
process of ageing (Finkel, 2015). Further to our search, we performed 
targeted meta-analyses, when appropriate. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Review protocol 

The systematic search was conducted in accordance with the 
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses 
(PRISMA) guidelines (Liberati et al., 2009; Moher et al., 2009). The 
protocol (based on SYRCLE’s systematic review protocol format for 
animal intervention studies; de Vries et al., 2015; Supplementary item 
1) was registered in the PROSPERO registry on March 8th 2019 (regis-
tration number: CRD42019125286). 

2.2. Literature search and study selection 

A systematic literature search was conducted in three online data-
bases (PubMed, Scopus, and Web of Science). The search was aimed at 
identifying relevant studies examining the effects of natural compounds 
in affecting specific aspects of healthspan, namely cognition (learning 
and memory), stress resistance, metabolic homeostasis, or physical 
performance (grip strength and locomotion) in mouse and rat models of 
physiological ageing. Searches were conducted on August 31st, 2019. 

Titles and abstracts of retrieved studies were examined indepen-
dently by two authors (CM, AB). Exclusion criteria were: i) language 
different from English; ii) non-original studies (e.g. reviews, editorials, 
commentaries), and no full-text articles (e.g. meeting abstracts); iii) 
interventions different from the administration of natural compounds or 
a mixture of them; iv) all species different from mouse and rat; v) mice <
18 months of age, rats < 24 months of age at the time of testing; vi) in 
vitro and in silico studies; vii) presence of concomitant interventions; 
viii) self-administration through operant conditioning. 

The full-text of the potentially eligible studies not available from the 
three databases used was requested from corresponding authors by 
email. If there was no response to our initial email after a minimum of 
five business days, we sent a second reminder email to the corre-
sponding author (also through ResearchGate). Full-texts retrieved were 
independently assessed for eligibility by two authors (CM, MB). Any 
disagreement between them over the eligibility of particular studies was 
solved through discussion or by consulting additional investigators (AB, 
FC). 

Exclusion criteria applied during the full-text screening were as 
above for the abstract, with the addition of the following: ix) no full-text 
available; x) no relevant outcomes reported, i.e., outcomes other than 
cognition (learning and memory), stress resistance, metabolic homeo-
stasis, physical performance (grip strength and locomotion); xi) absence 
of age-matched animals as comparator/control. 

2.3. Data extraction 

2.3.1. Qualitative synthesis 
The full-text articles of the studies eligible for qualitative data 

extraction were independently assessed by two reviewers (CM, MB). Any 
disagreement between them was solved through discussion, or by 
consulting additional investigators (AB, FC). The data extracted 
included the following categories: i) bibliographic details (i.e., 1st 
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author, country, year of publication, journal); ii) animal characteristics 
(i.e., species, strain, age, sex); iii) study design characteristics (i.e., 
number of treated and control subjects); iv) intervention characteristics 
(i.e., compound, dose(s), vehicle, treatment duration, route of admin-
istration). Outcome measures extracted were: i) in vivo and ex vivo 
measures of cognition (learning and memory); ii) stress resistance; iii) 
metabolic homeostasis; iv) physical performance (grip strength and 
locomotion). Detailed information on the measures extracted within 
each category are reported in the full protocol (Supplementary item 1). 
We retrieved data on the direction of the variation in subjects receiving 
natural compounds when compared with age-matched controls, i.e., 
statistically significant improvement, deterioration, no changes. When a 
study provided data for the administration of multiple doses, and/or 
using multiple tests, all such data were extracted. 

2.3.2. Quantitative synthesis (meta-analysis) 
Outcomes eligible for quantitative synthesis (meta-analysis) were in 

vivo measures of cognition (learning and memory) and measures of 
oxidative stress whose assessment was reported in 10 or more studies 
(18 studies for learning, 22 for memory, 12 for oxidative stress). As for 
ex vivo measures of cognition, these ranged widely from neurotrans-
mitters to synaptic molecules, up to biomarkers of neurogenesis and 
neuronal proliferation. Such heterogeneity prevented us from perform-
ing a quantitative synthesis. Quantitative data extracted to enable the 
computation of standardized effect sizes were: the number of animals, 
the aggregate value of effect (i.e., the mean) and the standard deviation 
(SD) as a measure of group variance. For studies not reporting these 
measures, we contacted by email the corresponding author to request 
data of interest; a reminder email was sent after a minimum of five 
business days. If no response was received after a minimum of 10 
business days, measures were extracted from graphs using a digital 
screen ruler (de Vries et al., 2015) by two independent reviewers (CM, 
MB). Discrepancies were identified and solved through discussion (an 
agreement was considered to be reached when measures from the two 
assessors showed a Lin’s Concordance Correlation Coefficient greater 
than 0.95). In order to assess the accuracy of our measurements through 
comparisons with the real values, data were extracted from graphs also 
for those studies reporting the exact values of mean and SD on tables. 
When data extraction from graphs was not possible, the study was 
excluded from the meta-analysis. Final number of studies included in the 
quantitative synthesis was 21 for memory retention and 11 for stress 
resistance. Papers addressing learning were not included in the quanti-
tative synthesis as data extraction from graphs was not possible and 
authors did not reply when asked to provide the raw data. 

When the outcome was measured in different groups of animals 
receiving different doses, data obtained after administration of the 
highest dose were included in the main analysis. For two studies (Nitta 
et al., 1995; Ward et al., 2002), in which the same dose was used but 
with different treatment durations, the longest treatment was selected. A 
sensitivity analysis was performed including measures for the lowest 
dose/shortest treatment duration (see below). In case multiple behav-
ioural tests were used to assess memory retention in the same group of 
animals, outcomes obtained by means of the Morris water maze (MWM) 
(Morris, 1984) were included in the main analysis. This task was 
selected since it is the most-often used in our sample of studies, and since 
it is particularly suitable to test memory deficits also in old rodents 
(Berry et al., 2008; Berry and Cirulli, 2013). In fact, it neither involves 
the use of punishments (e.g., electric shocks) nor of strategies such as 
food or water deprivation to motivate the animal to solve the task, all 
conditions that might potentially bias the results, particularly in aged 
animals (see Risk of bias comments). In addition, even very old rodents 
(especially mice) which would be poorly motivated to explore a dry 
environment (e.g., an arena, with or without objects) would swim to find 
a way to escape from the aquatic environment (Brandeis et al., 1989; 
Morris, 1984; Vorhees and Williams, 2014). When measures were ob-
tained by other behavioural tests, those from the most-often used in our 

sample of studies were included in the main analysis (a sensitivity 
analysis was performed including measures from the other tests, see 
below). 

Measures of oxidative stress were extracted from the selected studies 
and included in the quantitative synthesis; in this case, the most com-
mon parameters were included. When measures were taken from 
different brain areas, those from the hippocampus were selected, 
whenever possible, in order to ensure greater homogeneity, and because 
this brain area has been specifically implicated in memory retention, 
especially spatial memory (see Discussion). 

Effect size calculations were based on the comparison between the 
group receiving natural compounds - or a mixture of them - and the 
control group (age-matched animals). The intervention effect for each 
individual treated-control comparison was expressed as Standardized 
Mean Difference (SMD; difference in mean between treated and control 
groups on pooled standard deviations, SD). The individual SMDs were 
pooled to obtain an overall SMD and 95 % confidence interval (95 % CI; 
indicating a range within which the true effect lies with 95 % certainty). 
If a study tested different compounds, the groups were analysed as if 
they were performed in separate studies. Whenever a control group 
served more than one treated group, we corrected the total number of 
control animals in the meta-analysis by dividing the number of animals 
in the control group by the number of intervention groups served. 

Heterogeneity among results was explored by conducting subgroup 
analyses by animal model (mouse vs. rat) and by body region (peripheral 
organs vs. central nervous system). Nevertheless, as animal studies are 
usually heterogeneous with respect to other factors (e.g., strain, pro-
cedures, etc.; Hooijmans, IntHout et al., 2014; Hooijmans, Rovers et al., 
2014; Vesterinen et al., 2014), a random-effect model was used to 
compute both the overall effect size and the separate effect sizes for the 
different subgroups, in order to take into account anticipated hetero-
geneity that cannot be explained. Since there were few studies in each 
group, we pooled the estimate of tau square across the subgroups 
(Rubio-Aparicio et al., 2017). 

In order to test the robustness of our findings, sensitivity analyses 
were performed by repeating the primary meta-analysis, substituting 
range of values for decisions (such as selecting the highest dose) that 
may be considered arbitrary, specifically by substituting measures taken 
after the administration of the lowest dose and by means of non-selected 
tests. 

We calculated the I2 statistic for each analysis as a measure of the 
proportion of the overall variation that may be attributed to between- 
study heterogeneity (Higgins et al., 2003; Higgins and Thompson, 
2002). Specifically, we considered an I2 of less than 40 % as low, be-
tween 30 and 60 % as moderate, between 50 and 90 % as substantial, 
and between 75 and 100 % as considerable (Higgins et al., 2019). 

To assess potential publication bias, a funnel plot of study effect sizes 
against standard errors was visually inspected for asymmetry resulting 
from a relative lack of small studies with small effect sizes (i.e., those 
most likely to be non-significant and to remain unpublished). Asym-
metry was also statistically tested with Egger’s bias test (Egger et al., 
1997) with p < 0.05 indicating asymmetry. 

Statistical analyses were performed using Comprehensive Meta- 
Analysis Version 3.0. (www.meta-analysis.com). Statistical signifi-
cance was set at p < 0.05. 

2.4. Assessment of the risk of bias 

To assess the internal validity of the included studies, we used the 
SYRCLE’s risk of bias tool for animal studies (C R Hooijmans et al., 
2014). The SYRCLE’s risk of bias tool is based on the Cochrane Risk of 
Bias tool and has been adjusted for aspects of bias that play a specific 
role in animal intervention studies. A ‘yes’ score indicates low risk of 
bias; a ‘no’ score indicates high risk of bias; and a ‘unclear’ score in-
dicates unknown risk of bias. Two independent investigators (AB, FC) 
performed quality assessment of all included studies. Disagreements 
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were resolved by discussion or by consulting a third reviewer (CM). 

3. Results 

3.1. Search results 

The search on the effects of natural products in promoting health-
span in mouse and rat models of physiological ageing resulted in 1328 
bibliographic records across three databases (619 for Scopus 381 for 
PubMed, 328 for Web of Science). The study selection process is sum-
marized in Fig. 1 by using the PRISMA flow diagram. After excluding 85 
non-English language studies and duplicates, 710 were left. Following 
the title and abstract screening, 592 studies were removed based on 
predetermined exclusion criteria. In the second selection phase, based 
on the full-text screening of the remaining 118 articles, 39 studies were 
included in the systematic review; among these 21 studies were included 
in the meta-analysis of the effect of natural compounds on memory 
retention, while 11 studies were included in the meta-analysis of the 
effect of these compounds on stress resistance measures. 

3.2. Study characteristics 

The characteristics of the included studies are described in Table 1. 
The characteristics among these studies varied considerably. The 
included studies were published between 1986 and 2019; most of these 
were conducted in China (n = 11), six studies in Japan, four in India, 
three in Korea, three in Germany, two in Iran, two in USA, two in France, 
one study was conducted in Egypt, one in Malaysia, one in Poland, one 

in Brazil, one in Greece and one in Israel. 
The type of natural compound administered varied greatly among 

the studies considered, as well as the doses and the duration of the 
treatment, which ranged from four days to 12 months. Moreover, the 
characteristics of administration route differed substantially among the 
studies. Eighteen studies administered the compounds by intragastric 
gavage, nine by adding it to the chow, five by adding it to the drinking 
water; five studies indicated the oral route without further specifica-
tions, one study involved intraperitoneal injection, and one study did 
not specify the administration route. 

Twenty-one studies used rats from different inbred and outbred 
stains: Wistar (n = 11), Sprague-Dawley (n = 5) and Fisher (n = 5); the 
remaining 18 studies used mouse inbred and outbred strains: C57Bl/6 (n 
= 10), ICR (n = 3), BALB/c (n = 2), Swiss (n = 1), Kunming (n = 1); only 
one study did not indicate the mouse strain used. 

With regard to the sex of the experimental subjects, most of the 
studies used exclusively males (n = 33), four studies used exclusively 
females, one study involved both females and male subjects, and in one 
study the subjects’ sex was not specified. The sample sizes of the 
included studies ranged from five to 20 experimental subjects per 
treatment group. 

With regard to the outcomes of interest to us, 34 studies focused on 
cognition. Eighteen of these evaluated both in vivo and ex vivo pa-
rameters, 13 only in vivo parameters, and three only ex vivo measures. 
The assessment of the in vivo parameters was carried-out through spe-
cific behavioural tests such as the MWM, the PWM, the RAM, the PA, the 
CSD, the OBDT, the T-maze and the Y-maze tests. The ex vivo analyses 
were based upon quantification of mRNA and proteins involved in 

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the study identification and selection process.  
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Table 1 
Characteristics of the included studies.  

Study Country Compound Dose(s) Treatment 
duration 

Route of 
Admin. 

Species Strain Age* Sex n treated n 
ctrl 

Outcomes 

Chen et al., 2019 China Liuwei Dihuang (LWDH) 0.432 g/kg 12 weeks Drinking 
water 

Mouse BALB/c 24 M 8 8 Stress resistance 

Zhao et al., 2019 China Guilingji 37.5;70;150 
mg/kg 

4 weeks Oral (n.s.) Rat Sprague- 
Dawley 

24 M 10;10;10§ 10 Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo); Stress resistance 

Bensalem et al., 
2018 

France Polyphenol-rich extract 
from grape and blueberry 

500 mg/kg 14 weeks Diet Mouse C57Bl/6 19 M 9-20 9- 
20 

Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo) 

Lee et al., 2017 Korea Red ginseng extract 200 mg/kg 16 weeks Oral (n.s.) Mouse ICR 22 M 5 5 Cognition (ex vivo) 
Black ginseng extract 200 mg/kg 5 

Asseburg et al., 
2016 

Germany Grape Skin extract 200 mg/kg 6 months Diet Mouse C57Bl/6 19 M 20 20 Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo); Stress resistance 

Beracochea 
et al., 2016 

France 
Wild blueberry full 
spectrum powder 1000 mg/kg 75 days Gavage Mouse C57Bl/6 18 M 15 15 Cognition (in vivo); 

Physical performance Wild blueberry extract 50 mg/kg 15 

Gray et al., 2016 USA Centella asiatica 2 mg/ml 5 weeks Drinking 
water 

Mouse C57Bl/6 21 M 13 12 Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo); Stress resistance F 13 12 

Hosseini- 
Sharifabad 
et al., 2016 

Iran Boswellia serrata gum resin 100 mg/kg 8 weeks Gavage Rat Wistar 26 M 10 10 Cognition (in vivo) 

Lee & Oh, 2016 Korea Red ginseng 200 mg/kg 3 months Diet Mouse C57Bl/6 24 M 6 6 
Cognition (in vivo); 
Stress resistance 

Osman et al., 
2016 

Egypt Ginko biloba leaf extract 100 mg/kg 28 days Gavage Mouse n.s. 25 M 15 15 Cognition (ex vivo) 

Saoji et al., 2016 India Centella extract 300 mg/kg 4 days Gavage Mouse Swiss 24 M 6 6 Cognition (in vivo) 

Zhang, et al., 
2015 

China 
Icariin 0.02% 

12 months Diet Mouse C57Bl/6 24 M 
11 

9 
Cognition (in vivo); 
Stress resistance; 
Physical performance Epimedium flavonoids 0.06% 9 

Guo et al., 2014 Japan Coffee n.s. 4 weeks 
Drinking 
water Mouse C57Bl/6 27 M 10 10 

Stress resistance; 
Physical performance 

Liu et al., 2014 Korea 
Multi-herbal formula 
Chong-Myung-Tang (CMT) 

50;100;200 mg/ 
kg 

14 days Gavage Mouse ICR 18 M 8;8;8§ 8 
Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo) 

Taridi et al., 
2014 Malaysia Tocotrienol-rich Fraction 200 mg/kg 3 months Gavage Rat Wistar 24 M 9 9 

Cognition (in vivo); 
Stress resistance; 
Physical performance 

Yang et al., 2014 China Ginsenoside Rg1 6 mg/kg 12 months Gavage Mouse C57Bl/6 24 
n. 
s. 8 8 

Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo) 

Paula-Freire 
et al., 2013 

Brazil 

Roots of Heteropterys 
tomentosa A. Juss 

50 mg/kg 
80 days Gavage Rat Wistar 25 M 

14 
14 Cognition (in vivo) 

Branches of Heteropterys 
tomentosa A. Juss 

50 mg/kg 14 

Rastogi et al., 
2012 

India 
Bacosides (steroidal 
saponins from Bacopa 
monnieri) 

200 mg/kg 3 months Gavage Rat Wistar 27 F 6 6 
Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo); Stress resistance; 
Physical performance 

Papandreou 
et al., 2011 Greece Saffron 60 mg/kg 7 days i.p. Mouse BALB/c 20 M 8 8 

Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo); Stress resistance 

Mizoguchi et al., 
2010 

Japan Yokukansan 3% (w/w) 3 months Diet Rat Fisher 24 M 10-12 10- 
12 

Cognition (ex vivo); 
Physical performance 

Pyrzanowska 
et al., 2010 

Poland Curcuma longa extract 10;50 mg/kg 60 days Diet Rat Wistar 24 M 8;8§ 7 Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo); Stress resistance 

Li et al., 2009 China Green tea catechins 40;80;160 mg/ 
kg 

6 months Drinking 
water 

Mouse C57Bl/6 20 F 15;15;15§ 14 
Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo); Physical 
performance 

Song et al., 2009 China 
Scutellaria baicalensis 
Georgi 

35;70;140 mg/ 
kg 

15 days Gavage Rat 
Sprague- 
Dawley 

25 M 14;14;14§ 14 
Cognition (in vivo); 
Stress resistance 

Li et al., 2008 China Fuzhisan (mix) 0.3;0.6;1.2 g/kg 30 days Gavage Rat Wistar 24 M 8;8;8§ 8 Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo) 

Zhang et al., 
2008 China 

Tenuifolin (extracted from 
Radix Polygalae) 

0.02;0.04;0.08 
g/kg 15 days Gavage Mouse Kunming 24 M 10;10;10§ 10 

Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo) 

Sarkaki et al., 
2007 Iran Grape seed extract 100 mg/kg 30 days Gavage Rat Wistar 24 M 15 15 

Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo) 

Velavan & 
Begum 2007 

India Asparagus racemosus 500 mg/kg 4 weeks n.s. Rat Wistar 26 M 6 6 Metabolism 

Wang et al., 2007 China Tetrahydroxystilbene 
glucoside 

30;60 mg/kg 3 months Gavage Rat Sprague- 
Dawley 

24 M 9;7§ 13 Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo) 

Zhang et al., 
2007 China 

Essential oil from Acorus 
gramiineus 

0.02;0.04;0.08 
g/kg 30 days Gavage Rat 

Sprague- 
Dawley 25 M 10;10;10§ 10 

Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo) 

Balu et al., 2005 India Grape seed extract 100 mg/kg 30 days Gavage Rat Wistar 26 M 6 6 
Cognition (in vivo); 
Stress resistance 

Kou et al., 2005 China Danggui-Shaoyao-San 
(mix) 

125;250;500 
mg/kg 

3 months Oral (n.s.) Mouse ICR 18 F 12;12;12§ 12 Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo) 

Topic et al., 2002 Germany Zingicomb 1;10 mg/kg 10 days Gavage Rat Wistar 24 M 5;6§ 5 Cognition (in vivo) 
10 mg/kg 5 months 6# 5# Stress resistance 

Ward et al., 2002 USA Ginkgo biloba extract 100 mg/kg 28 days Gavage Mouse C57Bl/6 21 M 17 17 
Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo) 

(continued on next page) 
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neuronal plasticity (e.g. Ngf, Bdnf, PSD-95, SNAP-25, CREB, PKA), 
assessment of neurogenesis and neuronal proliferation by immunohis-
tochemistry (i.e. DCX cells +, BrdU cell +, Ki67 cell +), as well as by the 
evaluation of neurotransmitters levels (i.e. DA, NE, 5-HT). Fourteen 
studies assessed stress resistance, principally focussing on oxidative 
stress. Most measured levels of antioxidant enzymes (e.g. SOD, CAT, 
GSH-Px) or amount of mRNA of specific genes regulating the expression 
of antioxidant proteins (i.e. Nrf2). Other papers assessed directly 
markers of oxidative stress (e.g. ROS, MDA, TBARS). In addition to 
oxidative stress, two studies evaluated inflammatory parameters, and 
only one investigated the activation of the HPA axis. Metabolic ho-
meostasis was characterised in two studies by ex vivo analyses on liver 
and blood; while physical performance, which includes the assessment 
of grip strength and locomotion, was evaluated in 10 studies through in 
vivo specific behavioural tests such as the open field, the rotarod test, 
the grip strength test and measurement of spontaneous activity. 

3.3. Risk of bias 

The quality study assessment was carried-out by means of the 

SYRCLE’s Risk of Bias tool. Overall, reporting was quite poor; thus, the 
methodological quality of many studies was unclear. In particular, while 
almost half of the studies (49 %, n = 19) described methods to generate a 
random allocation sequence, only 8 % of the studies (n = 3) report de-
tails on the baseline characteristics of the animals, 2.5 % (n = 1) on 
allocation concealment, 5 % (n = 2) on random outcome assessment and 
2.5 % (n = 1) on blinding of outcome assessment; none of the studies 
reported methodological details on random housing (unclear risk of bias 
= 100 %). Interestingly, 92 % of the studies (n = 36) were free of se-
lective outcome reporting. A high risk of bias was present in only three 
domains. More specifically, 8 % of the studies (n = 3) did not address 
adequately incomplete outcomes, 5 % (n = 2) showed selective outcome 
reporting, while 20.5 % (n = 8) had a conflict of interest (other bias 
domain) mainly because they reported support by private funding (e.g., 
pharmaceutical companies who provided the testing product) (see 
Fig. 2). 

3.4. Effect of natural compounds on cognition 

The effects of natural compounds on cognition on all reported 

Table 1 (continued ) 

Study Country Compound Dose(s) Treatment 
duration 

Route of 
Admin. 

Species Strain Age* Sex n treated n 
ctrl 

Outcomes 

70 days 14# 14# Cognition (in vivo) 
Ninomiya et al., 

2001 
Japan Hachimi-Jio-Gan 7% 10 weeks Diet Rat Fisher 30 M 8 8 Metabolism; Physical 

performance 

Nitta et al., 1995 Japan Panax ginseng extract 8 g/kg 12 days Oral (n.s.) Rat Fisher 25 M 12 12 Cognition (in vivo) 
33 days 27 9 9 

Ohta et al., 1994 Japan Paeoniflorin 0.01;0.1 mg/kg n.s. Oral (n.s.) Rat Fisher 25 M 9;4 9 Cognition (in vivo) 
Jaenicke et al., 

1991 Germany Panax ginseng extract 30 mg/kg 13 days 
Drinking 
water Rat Wistar 27 F 10 10 

Cognition (in vivo); 
Physical performance 

Amagaya et al., 
1990 Japan Shosaikoto (herbal mix) 120 mg/kg 9.5 months Diet Rat Fisher 27 M 9-12 

9- 
12 

Cognition (in vivo- ex 
vivo) 

Kessler et al., 
1986 

Israel A plant lipid preparation 3% 6 months Diet Rat 
Sprague 
Dawley 

24 M 9 9 Physical performance 

Note: *Age at the time of testing is expressed in months; § semicolons separate the number of subjects when different doses are administered (number of subjects for 
each dose); #same animals (or subgroup of animals) receiving extended treatment. Abbreviations: i.p.= intraperitoneal injection; w/w= weight/weight; n.s.= not 
specified. 

Fig. 2. Risk of bias and quality assessment by means of the SYRCLE’s tool. The score (%) represents risk of bias for each component of the tool.  
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Table 2a 
Cognition (in vivo measures): study-wise list of dependent variables and results.  

Study Compound 
Dose(s) (Treatment 
duration#) 

Outcome: Learning Outcome: Memory 

Test Parameter Results Test Parameter Results 

Zhao et al., 2019 Guilingji 
37.5 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) = MWM Time in target (s) ↑ 
70 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ MWM Time in target (s) ↑ 
150 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ MWM Time in target (s) ↑ 

Bensalem et al., 2018 Polyphenol-rich extract from grape 
and blueberry 

500 mg/kg n.a.   MWM Time in target (%) =

Asseburg et al., 2016 Grape Skin Extract 200 mg/kg n.a.   Y-maze 
Spontaneous 
alternation (%) =

Beracochea et al., 
2016 

Wild blueberry full spectrum powder 1000 mg/kg 

n.a.   MWM Time in target (%) ↑    

T-maze 
Correct alternation 
(%) 

↑    

CSD Correct response (%) ↑ 

Wild blueberry extract 50 mg/kg 

n.a.   MWM Time in target (%) =

T-maze 
Correct alternation 
(%) =

CSD Correct response (%) ↑ 
Gray et al., 2016 Centella asiatica 2 mg/ml MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ MWM Time in target (%) ↑ 
Hosseini-Sharifabad 

et al., 2016 
Boswellia serrata gum resin 100 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ n.a.   

Lee & Oh 2016 Red ginseng 200 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ 
MWM Time in target (%) ↑ 

Y-maze Spontaneous 
alternation (%) 

↑ 

Saoji et al., 2016 Centella extract 300 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ MWM Time in target (s) =

Zhang, et al., 2015 
Icariin 0.02% MWM Escape latency (s) = MWM Time in target (s) ↑ 
Epimedium flavonoids 0.06% MWM Escape latency (s) = MWM Time in target (s) =

Liu et al., 2014 Multi-herbal formula CMT 
50 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) = MWM Time in target (%) =

100 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) = MWM Time in target (%) =

200 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ MWM Time in target (%) ↑ 
Taridi et al., 2014 Tocotrienol-rich Fraction 200 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ MWM Time in target (%) =

Yang et al., 2014 Ginsenoside Rg1 6 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ 
MWM Time in target (s) ↑ 

Y-maze 
Spontaneous 
alternation (%) ↑ 

Paula-Freire et al., 
2013 

Root of Heteropterys tomentosa A. 
Juss 

50 mg/kg 
T- 
maze 

Time to learn (s) = n.a.   

Branches of Heteropterys tomentosa A. 
Juss 

50 mg/kg T- 
maze 

Time to learn (s) = n.a. 

Rastogi et al., 2012 
Bacosides (steroidal saponins from 
Bacopa monnieri) 200 mg/kg n.a.   PA 

Latency to step- 
through (s) ↑ 

Papandreou et al., 
2011 Saffron 60 mg/kg n.a.   PA 

Latency to step- 
through (s) ↑ 

Pyrzanowska et al., 
2010 

Curcuma longa extract 
10 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ MWM Time in target (%) ↑ 
50 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ MWM Time in target (%) =

Li et al., 2009 Green tea catechins 
40 mg/kg n.a.   MWM Time in target (s) =

80 mg/kg n.a.   MWM Time in target (s) ↑ 
160 mg/kg n.a.   MWM Time in target (s) ↑ 

Song et al., 2009 Scutellaria baicalensis Georgi 
35 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ MWM Time in target (s) =

70 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ MWM Time in target (s) ↑ 
140 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ MWM Time in target (s) ↑ 

Li et al., 2008 Fuzhisan (mix) 1.2 g/kg§ MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ n.a.   

Zhang et al., 2008 
Tenuifolin (extracted from Radix 
Polygalae) 

0.02 g/kg n.a.   
PA Latency to step- 

through (s) 
=

Y- 
maze* 

Latency to safe zone 
(s) 

=

0.04 g/kg n.a.   
PA 

Latency to step- 
through (s) =

Y- 
maze* 

Latency to safe zone 
(s) 

↑ 

0.08 g/kg n.a.   
PA Latency to step- 

through (s) 
↑ 

Y- 
maze* 

Latency to safe zone 
(s) ↑ 

Sarkaki et al., 2007 Grape seed extract 100 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ MWM Time in target (%) ↑ 

Wang et al., 2007 Tetrahydroxystilbene glucoside 
30 mg/kg PWM Errors (number) = n.a.   
60 mg/kg PWM Errors (number) ↑ n.a.   

Zhang et al., 2007 Essential oil from Acorus gramiineus 

0.02 g/kg n.a.   
PA Latency to step- 

through (s) 
=

Y- 
maze* 

Latency to safe zone 
(s) 

↑ 

0.04 g/kg n.a.   
PA 

Latency to step- 
through (s) ↑ 

Y- 
maze* 

Latency to safe zone 
(s) 

↑ 

0.08 g/kg n.a.   PA Latency to step- 
through (s) 

↑ 

(continued on next page) 
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parameters (within each test) are illustrated in Table 2a (in vivo mea-
sures, learning and memory) and in Table 2b (ex vivo measures). Sig-
nificant effects (p < 0.05) are indicated as arrows. As for the assessment 
of learning, most of the studies (n = 15) used the MWM, two studies the 
PA, two studies the OBDT, one the T-maze, one the PWM and one the 
RAM. Regardless of the specific behavioural test used, all the natural 
compounds administered improved learning abilities compared to con-
trols, except for three papers that did not show any improvement 
(Paula-Freire et al., 2013; Ward et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2015). All the 
studies testing multiple doses revealed that the highest dose was the 
most effective, except for two studies where only the lowest dose was 
effective (without any toxicity effect by the high dose) (Ohta et al., 1994; 
Topic et al., 2002) (Table 2a). 

As for memory retention, the most used test was the MWM (n = 15), 
followed by the PA (n = 5), the Y-maze (n = 3); the modified Y-maze 
with electric shock (n = 2); the T-maze (n = 2), and the CSD (n = 1). 

Twenty-two studies measured the efficacy of natural compounds on 
memory retention (Table 2a). Of these, 21 (23 independent compari-
sons) were included in the meta-analysis. Overall, administration of 
natural compounds (highest dose) led to a significant improvement of 
memory retention in animal models of physiological ageing (239 treated 
animals, 211 control animals; SMD = 1.23; CI95 %: 0.88–1.58, Z = 6.83, 
p < 0.001; Fig. 3). Between-study heterogeneity (I2) was substantial (63 
%). 

Thirteen studies (15 comparisons) assessed the effect of natural 
compounds in mouse models of ageing, eight studies in rat models of 
ageing. Improvement in memory retention was observed both in mouse 
(161 treated animals, 134 control animals; SMD = 1.09; CI95 %: 
0.66–1.53; Z = 4.95; p < 0.001, I2 = 68 %) and in rat models (78 treated 
animals, 77 control animals; SMD = 1.48; CI95 %: 0.88–2.08; Z = 4.86, 
p < 0.001, I2 = 47 %) (Supplementaryitem 2,Fig.S1). 

Sensitivity analyses - performed by including measures taken from 
the groups receiving the lowest dose and by means of non-selected tests - 
confirmed the beneficial effect of natural compounds on memory 
retention (lowest dose: SMD = 1.02; CI95 %: 0.68–1.35; Z = 5.90, p <
0.001, I2 = 62 %; other tests: SMD = 1.12; CI95 %: 0.80–1.44; Z = 6.84, 
p < 0.001, I2 = 59 %). 

Inspection of the funnel plot of the study effect sizes (SMDs) against 
standard errors (Fig. 4) suggested asymmetry. Specifically, the funnel 
plot shows larger studies (smaller SE, appearing towards the top of the 
graph) dispersed across a wider range of values, while smaller studies 
(higher SE, appearing towards the bottom of the graph) are more 
concentrated on the right side of the mean effect size (i.e., larger effects). 
Egger’s test confirmed asymmetry that was consistent with publication 
bias (p = 0.001). 

Many of these in vivo observations are corroborated by ex vivo an-
alyses aimed at assessing possible changes in the structure and/or the 
functionality of the brain (Table 2b). Interestingly, most of the natural 
compounds administered affected neurotransmitter systems, neuronal 
plasticity, neurogenesis and neuronal proliferation in cerebral areas 
such as prefrontal cortex, cortex, hippocampus, striatum and hypo-
thalamus. Specifically, investigations on neurotransmitter systems 
(cholinergic, dopaminergic, noradrenergic, serotoninergic) were 
carried-out in 12 studies. Three studies used immunohistochemistry 
techniques to assess neurogenesis and neuronal differentiation in the 
hippocampus, two of these (Liu et al., 2014; Osman et al., 2016) indi-
cated increased levels of neurogenesis and proliferation through specific 
markers (such as DCX, BrdU-, Ki67-cells +) in natural 
compounds-treated subjects; while one of these showed no changes in 
these parameters (Bensalem et al., 2018). Eight papers focused on 
neuronal plasticity, measuring the expression of mRNA (i.e. Ngf, Bdnf) 
and proteins (i.e. NGF, BDNF, GAP-43, SNAP-25, PSD95, synaptophysin, 
CaMKII-α, mTOR, pCREB, pPKA) involved in the remodelling and 
functionality of synapses, mainly in the hippocampus. Data from these 
studies showed beneficial effects of natural compounds in preventing 
age-related decreases in neuronal plasticity. 

3.5. Effect of natural compounds on stress resistance 

In two studies (Guo et al., 2014; Lee and Oh, 2015) markers of pe-
ripheral and central inflammation were measured, suggesting beneficial 
effects of natural compounds on the immune system. Only one study 
(Pyrzanowska et al., 2010) evaluated activation of the HPA axis, finding 
decreased levels of plasma corticosterone in subjects treated with 

Table 2a (continued ) 

Study Compound 
Dose(s) (Treatment 
duration#) 

Outcome: Learning Outcome: Memory 

Test Parameter Results Test Parameter Results 

Y- 
maze* 

Latency to safe zone 
(s) 

↑ 

Balu et al., 2005 Grape seed extract 100 mg/kg n.a.   T-maze Correct trials (%) ↑ 

Kou et al., 2005 Danggui-Shaoyao-San (mix) 

125 mg/kg n.a.   PA 
Latency to step- 
through (s) =

250 mg/kg n.a.   PA 
Latency to step- 
through (s) 

=

500 mg/kg n.a.   PA Latency to step- 
through (s) 

↑ 

Topic et al., 2002 Zingicomb 1 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) ↑ n.a.   
10 mg/kg MWM Escape latency (s) = n.a.   

Ward et al., 2002 Ginkgo biloba extract 
100 mg/kg (28 days) MWM Escape latency (s) = MWM Time in target (%) =

100 mg/kg (70 days) MWM Escape latency (s) = MWM Time in target (%) =

Nitta et al., 1995 Panax ginseng extract 
8 g/kg (12 days) OBDT 

Incorrect responses 
(%) 

= n.a.   

8 g/kg (33 days) RAM Errors (number) ↑ n.a.   

Ohta et al., 1994 Paeoniflorin 
0.01 mg/kg OBDT Incorrect responses 

(%) 
↑ n.a.   

0.1 mg/kg OBDT 
Incorrect responses 
(%) = n.a.   

Jaenicke et al., 1991 Panax ginseng extract 30 mg/kg PA 
Latency to step- 
through (s) ↑ n.a.   

Amagaya et al., 1990 Shosaikoto (herbal mix) 120 mg/kg PA Acquisition time 
(s) 

↑ n.a.   

Note: # treatment duration was indicated only for those studies reporting multiple treatment durations; *with electric shock; § data relative to 0.3 and 0.6 g/kg doses 
are not shown in the manuscript. Abbreviations: ↑: statistically significant improvement; ↓:statistically significant worsening; =: no changes; CSD: contextual serial 
discrimination; MWM: Morris water maze; n.a.: not available; OBDT: Operant brightness discrimination task; PA: passive avoidance; PWM: passageway water maze; 
RAM: radial arm maze. 
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Table 2b 
Cognition (ex vivo measures): study-wise list of dependent variables and results.  

Study Compound Dose(s) Parameter Brain Region Results 

Zhao et al., 2019 Guilingji 
37.5 mg/kg AChE Serum =

ACh Serum ↑ 
70 mg/kg AChE; ACh Serum ↑ 
150 mg/kg AChE; ACh Serum ↑ 

Bensalem et al., 2018 Polyphenol-rich extract from  
grape and blueberry 

500 mg/kg 
mRNA Ngf Hippocampus ↑ 
mRNA Bdnf Hippocampus =

DCX cells + Hippocampus =

Lee et al., 2017 

Red ginseng extract 200 mg/kg AChE, ChAT activity Cortex =

ChAT; VAChT; GAP-43; SNAP-25; NFG; BDNF Hippocampus ↑ 

Black ginseng extract 200 mg/kg 
AChE activity Cortex =

ChAT activity Cortex ↑ 
ChAT; VAChT; GAP-43; SNAP-25; NFG; BDNF Hippocampus ↑ 

Asseburg et al., 2016 Grape Skin Extract 200 mg/kg CREB Whole brain =

Gray et al., 2016 Centella asiatica 2 mg/ml 
PSD95; synaptophysin Hippocampus ↑ 
PSD95; synaptophysin Prefrontal cortex ↑ 
PSD95; synaptophysin Cerebellum =

Osman et al., 2016 Ginko biloba leaf extract 100 mg/kg 
Ki67 cell + Hippocampus (DG) ↑ 
DCX cell + Hippocampus (DG) ↑ 
DCX protein Hippocampus (DG) ↑ 

Liu et al., 2014 Multi-herbal formula CMT 
50 mg/kg BrdU cell + Hippocampus (DG) =

100 mg/kg BrdU cell + Hippocampus (DG) =

200 mg/kg BrdU cell + Hippocampus (DG) ↑ 
Yang et al., 2014 Ginsenoside Rg1 6 mg/kg Synaptophysin; GluN1; PSD-95; CaMKII- α; mTOR Hippocampus ↑ 

Rastogi et al., 2012 Bacosides (steroidal saponins  
from Bacopa monnieri) 

200 mg/kg Ach; AChE; 5-HT; DA Cortex ↑ 
NE Cortex =

Papandreou et al., 2011 Saffron 60 mg/kg AChE activity Whole brain =

Mizoguchi et al., 2010 Yokukansan 3% (w/w) 5-HT; DA Prefrontal cortex ↑ 

Pyrzanowska et al., 2010 Curcuma longa extract 

10 mg/kg 

5-HT; DA; NA Prefrontal cortex =

5-HT; DA; NA Hippocampus =

5-HT; DA; NA Striatum =

5-HT; DA; NA Hypothalamus =

50 mg/kg 

5-HT Prefrontal cortex ↑ 
DA, NA Prefrontal cortex =

5-HT Hippocampus ↑ 
DA, NA Hippocampus =

5-HT; DA; NA Striatum =

5-HT Hypothalamus ↑ 
DA; NA Hypothalamus =

Li et al., 2009 Green tea catechins 
40 mg/kg pCREB; pPKA; PSD-95; CaMKII-α; BDNF Hippocampus =

80 mg/kg pCREB; pPKA; PSD-95; CaMKII- α; BDNF Hippocampus ↑ 
160 mg/kg pCREB; pPKA; PSD-95; CaMKII- α; BDNF Hippocampus ↑ 

Li et al., 2008 Fuzhisan (mix) 
0.3 g/kg ChAT, Ach Hippocampus ↑ 
0.6 g/kg ChAT, Ach Hippocampus ↑ 
1.2 g/kg ChAT, Ach Hippocampus ↑ 

Zhang et al., 2008 Tenuifolin (extracted from Radix Polygalae) 

0.02 g/kg 
5-HT: NE; DA Hippocampus =

AChE activity Cortex ↑ 

0.04 g/kg 
5-HT Hippocampus =

NE; DA Hippocampus ↑ 
AChE activity Cortex ↑ 

0.08 g/kg 
5-HT Hippocampus =

NE; DA Hippocampus ↑ 
AChE activity Cortex ↑ 

Sarkaki et al., 2007 Grape seed extract 100 mg/kg 5-TH Prefrontal cortex =

Wang et al., 2007 Tetrahydroxystilbene glucoside 30 mg/kg Number of synapsis; SYP Hippocampus =

60 mg/kg Number of synapsis; SYP Hippocampus ↑ 

Zhang et al., 2007 Essential oil from Acorus gramiineus 

0.02 g/kg 5-HT; DA Whole brain =

NE; AChE Whole brain ↑ 

0.04 g/kg 
5-HT Whole brain =

NE; DA; AChE Whole brain ↑ 
0.08 g/kg 5-HT; NE; DA; AChE Whole brain ↑ 

Kou et al., 2005 Danggui-Shaoyao-San (mix) 

125 mg/kg NE; DA; 5-HT Cortex =

250 mg/kg NE Cortex =

DA; 5-HT Cortex ↑ 
500 mg/kg NE; DA; 5-HT Cortex ↑ 

Ward et al., 2002 Ginkgo biloba extract 100 mg/kg CREB Hippocampus =

Amagaya et al., 1990 Shosaikoto (herbal mix) 120 mg/kg 
NE; DA Whole brain ↑ 
5-HT Whole brain =

Abbreviations: ↑: statistically significant improvement; ↓=statistically significant worsening; =: no changes; 5-HT: 5-hydroxytryptamine or serotonin; Ach: Acetyl-
choline; AChE: Acetylcholinesterase; BDNF: Brain-derived neurotrophic factor; BrdU: Bromodeoxyuridine; ChAT: Choline acetyltransferase; CaMKII-α: Calcium/ 
calmodulin dependent protein kinase II α; CREB: cyclic adenosine monophosphate-responsive element-binding; DA: Dopamine; DCX: Doublecortin; DG: dentate gyrus; 
GAP-43: Growth-associated protein-43; mTOR: mammalian target of rapamycin; NA: Noradrenaline; NE: Norepinephrine; NGF: Nerve growth factor; pCREB:phos-
phorylated cyclic adenosine monophosphate-responsive element-binding; pPKA: phosphorylated protein kinase A; PSD95: Postsynaptic density protein 95; SNAP 25: 
Synaptosomal-associated protein 25; SYP: Synaptophysin; VAChT: Vesicular acetylcholine transporter. 
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natural compounds. Twelve studies assessed the effects of a natural 
compound on oxidative stress, analysing the balance between antioxi-
dant defences and products of oxidation processes (see Table 3 for the 
effect of natural compounds on oxidative stress on all reported param-
eters and body regions). 

Of these, 11 studies (12 independent comparisons) were included in 
the meta-analysis. Overall, administration of natural compounds 
(highest dose) led to a significant improvement in parameters indicative 
of oxidative stress in animal models of physiological ageing (103 treated 
animals, 91 control animals; SMD = 1.40; CI95 %: 0.92–1.89, Z = 5.63, 
p < 0.001; Fig. 5). Between-study heterogeneity (I2) was moderate/ 
substantial (54 %). 

Five studies (six comparisons) assessed the effect of natural com-
pounds in mouse models of ageing, six studies in rat models of ageing. 
Improvement in parameters indicative of stress resistance was observed 
both in mouse (52 treated animals, 41 control animals; SMD = 1.43; 
CI95 %: 0.70–2.17; Z = 3.81; p < 0.001, I2 = 65 %) and in rat models (51 
treated animals, 50 control animals; SMD = 1.41; CI95 %: 0.69–2.13; Z 

= 3.81, p < 0.001, I2 = 49 %) (Supplementaryitem 2,Fig.S2). 
Seven studies assessed the effects of natural compounds in central 

measures, four studies (five comparisons) in peripheral measures. 
Improvement in stress resistance was observed both in central (56 
treated animals, 55 control animals; SMD = 1.75; CI95 %: 1.09–2.42; Z 
= 5.15, p < 0.001, I2 = 69 %) and in peripheral measures (47 treated 
animals, 36 control animals; SMD = 0.99; CI95 %: 0.27–1.72; Z = 2.68; 
p = 0.007, I2 = 0%) (Supplementaryitem 2,Fig.S3). 

A sensitivity analysis, performed including measures taken after the 
administration of the lowest dose, confirmed the beneficial effect of 
natural compounds on parameters indicative of stress resistance (SMD =
1.51; CI95 %: 0.97–2.05; Z = 5.45, p < 0.001, I2 = 62 %). 

Inspection of the funnel plot of study effect sizes (SMDs) against 
standard errors (Fig. 6) suggested asymmetry. Also, in this case the 
graph shows a lack of small studies with small effect sizes: larger studies 
(top of the graph) are clustered near and on the left side of the mean 
effect size (i.e., smaller effects or no effects), while smaller studies 
(bottom of the graph) are more concentrated on the right side of the 

Fig. 3. Forest plot (effect size and 95 % CI) of individual comparisons of animals receiving natural compounds (n = 239) vs. control animals (n = 211) on memory 
retention (overall effect). Notes. Horizontal lines represent 95 % CIs. The area of each square is proportional to the study weight in the analysis. The diamond 
represents pooled estimates from random-effects meta-analysis. Abbreviations. SMD: standardized mean difference, SE: standard error, CI: confidence interval. 

Fig. 4. Funnel plot of standardized mean differences (SMDs) from 21 studies/23 independent comparisons (filled circles) on the effects of receiving natural com-
pounds on memory retention. Abbreviations. SMD: standardized mean difference, SE: standard error. 
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mean effect size (larger effect). Egger’s test confirmed asymmetry that 
was consistent with publication bias (p = 0.001). 

3.6. Effect of natural compounds on metabolic homeostasis 

Two studies investigated metabolic homeostasis (Table 4). The first 
(Velavan and Hazeena Begum, 2007) focused on glucose homeostasis, 
measuring plasma concentration of glucose and insulin, and evaluating 
the activity of specific enzymes involved in glucose metabolism; the 
target of the second study was the lipid profile (Ninomiya et al., 2001). 
While results from the former suggest that natural compounds were able 
to improve glucose metabolism, the latter shows no effect. 

3.7. Effect of natural compounds on physical performance 

A characterisation of the physical performance was carried-out in 10 
papers through in vivo specific behavioural tests (Table 5). Specifically, 
five studies observed the spontaneous activity of the experimental sub-
jects. Results were not homogeneous, and only in some cases the results 
indicated a positive effect of natural compounds, preventing the 
reduction in spontaneous activity occurring during the ageing process. 
Four studies used the open field to assess locomotor activity, showing 
that administration of natural compounds did not affect this parameter, 
except for one study that reported an improvement in locomotion 
(Rastogi et al., 2012). Two studies (Guo et al., 2014; Ninomiya et al., 
2001) used the grip strength test or the inclined screen test showing that 

Table 3 
Stress resistance (oxidative stress measures): study-wise list of dependent variables and results.  

Study Compound Dose(s) Parameter Body Region Results 

Chen et al., 2019 Liuwei Dihuang 0.432 g/kg SOD Serum =

MDA Serum ↑ 

Zhao et al., 2019 Guilingji 

37.5 mg/kg SOD; CAT; GSH-Px; MDA Serum =

70 mg/kg 
CAT; GSH-Px; MDA Serum =

SOD Serum ↑ 
150 mg/kg SOD; CAT; GSH-Px; MDA Serum ↑ 

Asseburg et al., 2016 Grape Skin Extract 200 mg/kg SOD2; CAT; GPx Whole brain =

Gray et al., 2016 Centella asiatica 2 mg/mL 

mRNA of Nfr2 Hippocampus ↑ 
mRNA of Nfr2 Frontal cortex ↑ 
mRNA of Nfr2 Cerebellum ↑ 
mRNA of Nfr2 Liver ↑ 

Lee & Oh, 2016 Red ginseng 200 mg/kg NRF2; HO-1 Hippocampus ↑ 

Zhang et al., 2015 
Icariin 0.02 % SOD; MDA Liver ↑ 
Epimedium flavonoids 0.06 % SOD; MDA Liver ↑ 

Taridi et al., 2014 Tocotrienol-rich Fraction 200 mg/kg MDA Plasma ↑ 
SOD; GPx; CAT Erythrocytes ↑ 

Rastogi et al., 2012 Bacosides (steroidal saponins  
from Bacopa monnieri) 

200 mg/kg GR; TBARS; LHP; GSH; GPx; catalase Whole brain ↑ 
SOD; protein carbonyls Whole brain =

Papandreou et al., 2011 Saffron 60 mg/kg Ascorbic acid; MDA; GSH Whole brain ↑ 

Song et al., 2009 Scutellaria baicalensis Georgi 

35 mg/kg 
SOD; MDA Hippocampus =

SOD; MDA Cortex =

70 mg/kg 
SOD; MDA Hippocampus ↑ 
SOD Cortex =

MDA Cortex ↑ 

140 mg/kg SOD; MDA Hippocampus ↑ 
SOD; MDA Cortex ↑ 

Balu et al., 2005 Grape seed extract 100 mg/kg 

ROS; protein carbonyl; total thiol Spinal cord ↑ 
ROS; protein carbonyl; total thiol Cortex ↑ 
ROS; protein carbonyl; total thiol Striatum ↑ 
ROS; protein carbonyl; total thiol Hippocampus ↑ 

Topic et al., 2002 Zingicomb 10 mg/kg protein carbonyl, lipid peroxidation Whole brain ↑ 

↑: statistically significant improvement; ↓:statistically significant worsening; =: no changes; CAT: Catalase; GR: Glutathione reductase; GSH-Px or GPx: Glutathione 
peroxidase; HO-1: Heme oxygenase 1; LHP: Lipid hydroperoxides; MDA: Malondialdehyde; Nfr2: Nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2; ROS: Reactive oxygen 
species; SOD: Superoxide dismutase; TBARS: Thiobarbituric acid reactive substances. 

Fig. 5. Forest plot (effect size and 95 % CI) of individual comparisons of animals receiving natural compounds (n = 103) vs. control animals (n = 91 animals) on 
oxidative stress (overall effect). Notes. Horizontal lines represent 95 % CIs. The area of each square is proportional to the study weight in the analysis. The diamond 
represents pooled estimates from random-effects meta-analyses. Abbreviations. SMD: standardized mean difference, SE: standard error, CI: confidence interval. 
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natural compounds improved physical strength in aged subjects. Only 
one study used the rotarod test, showing that natural compound - 
treated subjects had improved motor performance with increased la-
tency to fall from the apparatus (Zhang et al., 2015). 

4. Discussion 

In this study, we performed a systematic review and meta-analyses 
aimed at identifying the efficacy of natural compounds to affect spe-
cific features of healthspan (cognition, stress resistance, metabolic ho-
meostasis, or physical performance) in mouse and rat models of 
physiological ageing. Compared to previous searches, the originality of 
this study is the focus on healthspan, rather than lifespan. 

Overall, results of this study indicate that natural products admin-
istered in aged healthy rodents show a number of effects on stress 
resistance and cognitive abilities, which offer promise for translation to 

human ageing. Indeed, for our search we chose specifically to focus on 
rodent models (rat and mouse) of physiological ageing, rather than 
models of specific diseases of ageing, as the relatively mild action of 
natural compounds may not be sufficiently strong to reverse a disease 
process (Lee et al., 2014). Furthermore, based upon the hypothesised 
mechanism of action, prolonged use of natural compounds at moderate 
dosages, for a relatively long period, should be able to prevent, rather 
than cure, disorders of ageing (see below). 

We have previously operationalised health through a series of terms 
that have been used in this investigation to search through the literature 
(as previously indicated by Fuellen et al., 2019). Based upon these 
search terms overall 39 studies were included in the systematic review. 
On the final selected papers, targeted meta-analyses were subsequently 
performed to quantitatively assess the effect of these compounds on 
memory retention and oxidative stress. 

As far as the basic characteristics of the studies included in the 

Fig. 6. Funnel plot of standardized mean differences (SMDs) from 11 studies/12 independent comparisons (filled circles) on the effects of treatment with natural 
compounds on stress resistance. Abbreviations. SMD: standardized mean difference, SE: standard error. 

Table 4 
Metabolic homeostasis: study-wise list of dependent variables and results.  

Study Compound Dose Parameter Tissue Results 

Velavan & Begum 
2007 

Asparagus 
racemosus 

500 mg/ 
kg 

Glucose (mg/dl); insulin (microU/mL); insulin resistance index Plasma ↑ 
Hepatic hexokinase activity; glucose-6-phosphatase activity; fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase 
activity Liver ↑ 

Ninomiya et al., 2001 Hachimi-Jio-Gan 7 % Triglycerides; cholesterol Blood =

Abbreviations. ↑: statistically significant improvement; ↓:statistically significant worsening; =: no changes. 

Table 5 
Physical performance (locomotion and grip strength measures): study-wise list of dependent variables and results.  

Study Compound Dose(s) Test Parameter Results 

Beracochea et al., 2016 
Wild blueberry full spectrum powder 1000 mg/kg Automated recording Runs (number) =

Wild blueberry extract 50 mg/kg Automated recording Runs (number) ↑ 

Zhang et al., 2015 
Icariin 0.02 % Rotarod Latency to fall (s) ↑ 
Epimedium flavonoids 0.06 % Rotarod Latency to fall (s) ↑ 

Guo et al., 2014 Coffee n.s. Spontaneous activity n.s. =

Grip strength n.s. ↑ 
Taridi et al., 2014 Tocotrienol-rich Fraction 200 mg/kg Open field Crossings (number) =

Rastogi et al., 2012 Bacosides (steroidal saponins from Bacopa monnieri) 200 mg/kg Open field Activity (s) ↑ 
Mizoguchi et al., 2010 Yokukansan 3% (w/w) Spontaneous activity n.s. =

Li et al., 2009 Green tea catechins 
40 mg/kg Open field Crossings (number) =

80 mg/kg Open field Crossings (number) =

160 mg/kg Open field Crossings (number) =

Ninomiya et al., 2001 Hachimi-Jio-Gan 7 % Spontaneous wheel running m/day ↑ 
Inclined screen test Slide angle ↑ 

Jaenicke et al., 1991 Panax ginseng extract 30 mg/kg Open field Activity (n.s.) =

Kessler et al., 1986 A plant lipid preparation 3 % Spontaneous activity Activity (n.s.) ↑ 

Abbreviations. ↑: statistically significant improvement; ↓ :statistically significant worsening; =: no changes; n.s. = not specified; w/w = weight/weight. 
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systematic review, most of these were conducted in China (or more 
generally in Asia), and only a few in Europe or in other non-European 
countries. This geographical distribution is in line with the fact that 
oriental traditional medicine has been using mixtures of herbs and other 
natural compounds to promote health for thousands of years. The 
compounds administered varied greatly among the studies selected for 
final analysis, as did the doses and the duration of the treatment, as well 
as the administration route. Studies were equally distributed between 
the two species selected (rats and mice). Most of the studies used males, 
so sex differences in the effects cannot be appreciated by our analyses. 
The majority of the selected studies found significant positive effects of 
natural compounds on the dependent measures studied, ranging from an 
improvement in oxidative stress parameters, greater neural plasticity, 
improved physical performance and better memory in a number of 
behavioural tests. 

Stress resistance is considered as the key to a long and healthy life 
(Mattson and Cheng, 2006; Trewavas and Stewart, 2003). Papers in our 
systematic review mostly indicated generalized effects of natural com-
pounds on stress resistance: two studies (Guo et al., 2014; Lee and Oh, 
2015) measured markers of peripheral and central inflammation, sug-
gesting beneficial effects of natural products on the immune system, 
while one study (Pyrzanowska et al., 2010) evaluated activation of the 
HPA axis, finding decreased levels of plasma corticosterone, suggesting 
that natural compounds might hold potential for decreasing neuroen-
docrine responses to stressors. Twelve studies assessed the effect of 
natural compounds specifically on oxidative stress parameters, ana-
lysing the balance between antioxidant defences and products of 
oxidation processes. Of these, the 11 studies included in the 
meta-analysis indicate that administration of the highest doses led to a 
significant improvement of oxidative stress in animal models of physi-
ological ageing. Five studies measured levels of antioxidant enzymes (i. 
e. SOD, CAT, GHP-Px) and mRNA of specific genes regulating the 
expression of antioxidant proteins (i.e. Nrf2) in peripheral tissues such 
as blood and liver (Chen et al., 2019; Gray et al., 2016; Taridi et al., 
2014; Zhang et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2019). Six studies evaluated the 
same parameters in addition to levels of the enzyme glutathione 
reductase, total thiols and ascorbic acid, in different brain areas such as 
hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, cortex and striatum (Asseburg et al., 
2016; Gray et al., 2016; Lee and Oh, 2015; Papandreou et al., 2011; 
Rastogi et al., 2012; Song et al., 2009). All these data indicate a positive 
effect of nutraceuticals in boosting the antioxidant defences of an aged 
organism. In four studies, levels of peripheral MDA (liver and blood), a 
marker of oxidative stress, were found decreased in treated subjects 
(Chen et al., 2019; Taridi et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 
2019). Likewise, five studies indicated reduced levels of MDA, TBARS, 
ROS, LHP and protein carbonyl in brain areas of treated subjects (Balu 
et al., 2005; Papandreou et al., 2011; Rastogi et al., 2012; Song et al., 
2009; Topic et al., 2002). While improvement in stress resistance was 
observed both in peripheral tissues and in the central nervous system, it 
is important to underline that the central nervous system is particularly 
vulnerable to oxidative damage, thus such effects could bear a specific 
advantage for the ageing brain. 

4.1. Stress resistance as a key mechanism in healthspan 

Comparable effects across species suggest basic common mecha-
nisms and pathways. Many plant extracts are naturally rich in poly-
phenols, which are well recognized for their antioxidant activities. 
However, the amount present in the diet is hardly sufficient to achieve 
the concentrations required to act as free radical scavengers, as also 
indicated by the ineffectiveness of antioxidants such as vitamin E in 
clinical trials (Williams and Fisher, 2005). Indeed, most clinical trials of 
antioxidants administered supra-physiological doses, and perhaps for 
this reason some showed detrimental effects. 

There is evidence that combining different anti-ageing compounds 
may have additive or even synergistic effects (Admasu et al., 2018; 

Castillo-Quan et al., 2019; Dakik et al., 2019). This suggests multiple 
mechanisms and pathways (mutations, ROS, protein damage, auto-
phagy, mitochondria, telomeres, immunity, etc.). Some compounds may 
affect only one or several aspects of ageing, but compounds that affect 
the core ageing process should have a beneficial effect on many organ 
systems and functions. These multiple pathways may then impinge upon 
common mechanisms that enable the organism to thrive in the face of 
stressors and age. 

Low amounts of toxic substances or stressors may enable stress- 
sensitive pathways to be engaged at sub-threshold level, rendering the 
organisms more resistant to subsequent stressors or challenges (Mattson 
and Cheng, 2006; Ristow and Schmeisser, 2014; Zimmermann et al., 
2014). According to the “hormesis hypothesis” cells (throughout the 
body and the brain) may recognize phytochemicals as potentially 
dangerous, and respond adaptively by engaging stress signalling path-
ways that enhance the resistance of the organism to stressors that can 
cause disease(s). This may drive an adaptive cellular program that is 
central to healthspan, as in C. elegans (Maglioni et al., 2014; Möller et al., 
2018). The relevance of hormesis is now starting to get more and more 
recognized (Calabrese et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2014; Mattson and Cheng, 
2006; Ristow and Schmeisser, 2014; Zimmermann et al., 2014). Horm-
esis can engage multiple pathways, from activation of proteostasis to the 
induction of autophagy (Zimmermann et al., 2014). It is of interest that 
different conditions/activities that have been shown to promote health 
(physical exercise, dietary energy restriction and cognitive stimulation) 
all induce adaptive cellular stress responses in neurons, resulting in 
enhanced neurogenesis and synaptic plasticity, and resistance to injury 
and disease (Lee et al., 2014). Even a mild dietary stress, that is calorie 
restriction without malnutrition, might exert its beneficial effects 
through hormesis, similar to moderate exercise regimens 
(Gómez-Pinilla, 2008). One specific pathway involves the transcription 
factor NRF-2, which binds the antioxidant response element (ARE) up-
stream of genes encoding cytoprotective antioxidant enzymes and 
phase-2 proteins. The latter pathway is activated by curcumin, sulfo-
raphane (present in broccoli) and allicin (present in garlic) (Balogun 
et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2004; Dinkova-Kostova et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 
2007a, 2007b). Other phytochemicals may activate the sirtuin – FOXO 
pathway resulting in increased expression of antioxidant enzymes and 
cell survival-promoting proteins; resveratrol has been shown to activate 
this pathway (Frescas et al., 2005). Ingestion of other phytochemicals 
may activate the hormetic transcription factors NF-κB and CREB, 
resulting in the induction of genes encoding growth factors and 
anti-apoptotic proteins (Mabuchi et al., 2001; Mattson and Meffert, 
2006). In our sample of studies, both NRF2 and the CREB signalling 
pathways were found to be activated following administration of natural 
compounds. 

4.2. Motor function 

Senescence is a biological process that relies upon physio- 
morphological changes leading to functional decay of tissues, organs 
and systems, with a deep impact on physical performance. In our sys-
tematic review, we found that only 10 papers out of 39 investigated 
physical performance in response to administration of natural com-
pounds as a relevant trait of healthspan. The main aspects of physical 
performance that were investigated comprised: locomotor activity 
(automated recording, spontaneous activity, open field, running wheel), 
physical strength (grip strength, inclined screen test) and motor bal-
ance/motor coordination (rotarod test). Of these, six found a specific 
improvement in at least one of the physical performance parameters 
investigated upon administration of the natural product, while four re-
ported no difference between treated and control subjects. Motor 
decline greatly affects the quality of life during ageing, and seems to be 
the end result of multi-factorial causes involving changes in the 
musculoskeletal system, hormones and oxidative stress in the peripheral 
and central nervous system (Tudoraşcu et al., 2014). As for the 
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mechanisms involved in this age-related decline, hormonal changes, 
oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunctions may well play a role 
(Jang and Van Remmen, 2011; Rygiel et al., 2014; Thompson, 2009). 
We have recently provided evidence for trehalose (a natural compound 
that can be found in algae, fungi, insects and yeast) to prevent the 
time-dependent decrease in motor function in senescent mice tested on 
beam walking, and to improve motor learning as assessed in the rotarod 
test; these effects were associated to a sex-dependent increase in anti-
oxidant defences in the brain, particularly NRF2 (Berry et al., 2020). 
This piece of data suggests that trehalose might act by improving not 
only purely physical performance but also motor learning abilities that 
rely upon central coordination, possibly through mechanisms involving 
central modulation of oxidative stress status. Such hypothesis is here 
confirmed and enlarged to a range of other natural compounds by the 
above-mentioned effects observed on stress resistance. 

4.3. Cognition and healthspan 

A large body of evidence leads to a general consensus that the ma-
jority of old humans showing cognitive decline are characterised by 
deficits in learning and retention of novel acquired information 
(episodic memory impairment). This issue becomes apparent in 
everyday life when retention over a delay is needed (e.g. remembering 
conversations and appointments or a shopping list or a news event) 
(Albert et al., 2011). In the laboratory, episodic memory can be assessed 
in rodents by a range of tasks. In this regard, one of the most widely used 
and reliable tests is the MWM (Brandeis et al., 1989; Morris, 1984; 
Vorhees and Williams, 2014). In this systematic review, we found that 
20 studies assessed the effectiveness of natural products on learning 
abilities. Of these, all but three found an improvement in this parameter 
assessed mainly - although not exclusively - by testing spatial abilities. 
As for the remaining three studies, no difference in learning abilities was 
reported between treated and control subjects. As for memory retention, 
we found that 22 studies investigated this specific aspect of healthspan, 
and 21 were included in our meta-analysis. Indeed, we confirm that the 
MWM was the most-used test to assess memory retention (68 % of the 
studies included) followed by PA, Y-maze, modified Y-maze with elec-
tric shock, T-maze and CSD (in order of abundance). 

Overall, taking into account both the results from the systematic 
review and the meta-analysis, natural compounds appear effective in 
counteracting age-related cognitive decline, resulting in the absence of 
overt pathology or memory impairment. This result is corroborated by 
ex vivo analyses on different brain areas. Interestingly, most of the 
different compounds administered were able to affect neurotransmitters 
systems, neuronal plasticity, or neurogenesis and neuronal proliferation 
in brain areas such as the prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, striatum and 
hypothalamus. In detail, an investigation on the functionality of major 
neurotransmitter systems (cholinergic, dopaminergic, noradrenergic, 
serotoninergic) was carried-out in 12 studies. Three studies used 
immunohistochemistry techniques to assess neurogenesis and neuronal 
differentiation in the hippocampus. Two of these (Liu et al., 2014; 
Osman et al., 2016) indicated increased levels of neurogenesis and 
proliferation through specific markers, such as DCX-, BrdU-, Ki67-cells 
+, in nutraceutical-treated subjects; while one of these did not show 
any changes (Bensalem et al., 2018). Eight papers focused on neuronal 
plasticity, measuring the expression of mRNA (i.e. Ngf, Bdnf) and pro-
teins (i.e. NGF, BDNF, GAP-43, SNAP-25, PSD95, synaptophysin, 
CaMKII-α, mTOR, pCREB, pPKA) involved in the remodelling and 
functionality of synapses, mainly in the hippocampus. Data from these 
studies show beneficial effects of natural compounds in preventing the 
age-related reduction of neuronal plasticity. 

Interestingly, the vast majority of animal studies indicate beneficial 
effects of natural compounds in a dose-dependent manner with the 
highest dosages generally being more effective compared to the lowest 
dosages (e.g. Reeta et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2013; Tiwari et al., 2019; 
Tiwari and Chopra, 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015). 

However, sensitivity analyses demonstrated a significant effect of nat-
ural products on memory retention and oxidative stress also at the 
lowest dose. 

4.4. Limitations 

There are some limitations of this study that need to be acknowl-
edged. Studies brought together in our systematic review were hetero-
geneous with respect to many factors, as is common in animal studies 
(Hooijmans, IntHout et al., 2014; Hooijmans, Rovers et al., 2014; Ves-
terinen et al., 2014). The extent of heterogeneity (differences between 
treatment effects from individual studies in the meta-analysis) was 
considerable, both in the main analyses and within each subgroup. The 
presence of heterogeneity affects the extent to which generalizable 
conclusions can be arrived at, and limits our ability to draw firm con-
clusions about treatment effect within the subgroups, in particular in 
mouse and rat models. Future studies with larger sample sizes should 
further explore heterogeneity in other factors (e.g., strain, procedures, 
etc.). A specific interest on how methodological aspects of studies relate 
to their results is recommended. Another limitation has to do with the 
quality of the studies which we found hard to assess for the lack of in-
formation on the methodology used, especially regarding randomization 
procedures. Moreover, it is important to note that conclusions exclu-
sively based on published studies can be misleading. In our study a 
potential source of type I error (increase of false positive results) in both 
meta-analyses (cognition and stress resistance) was evidenced by 
asymmetry in the funnel plots which occurs when statistically significant 
“positive” results have a better chance of being published. This calls for 
an effort on the part of researchers and editors to publish studies which 
are non-significant or have an effect in the opposite direction from that 
expected, in order to have a clearer picture of the effects of nutraceut-
icals on the investigated outcomes. 

5. Conclusions 

There is an increasing interest in natural compounds; the lack of 
effective pharmacotherapy has led researchers to seek alternative ap-
proaches to deal with conditions such as neuroinflammation, oxidative 
stress, mitochondrial dysfunction, or autophagy, which have been 
linked to disorders of ageing (Amor et al., 2014, 2010; Guo et al., 2018; 
Kim et al., 2015). The emerging evidence that natural compounds can 
activate hormetic responses in central and peripheral tissues, can be 
exploited for basic and applied research in the field of ageing (Mattson, 
2008). 

More information is clearly needed to establish the right dose and the 
frequency of administration. At the same time, it might be more 
appropriate to target multiple molecular targets/pathways. Indeed, 
most of the studies that were selected in this search indicate that 
traditional medicines use mostly mixtures of phytochemicals, rather 
than individual compounds: plant extracts are composed of many sub-
stances that may act on multiple molecular targets in an additive or even 
synergistic manner (Long et al., 2015; Tewari et al., 2018). In the future, 
research focusing on identifying active plant ingredients and investi-
gating their mechanisms of action is needed to ensure safety and to 
maximize their therapeutic potential (Tewari et al., 2018). 
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